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Abstract A new macroscopic description of capil-

lary transport of liquid and gas in porous materials is

presented within the framework of multiphase contin-

uum mechanics. It is assumed that unsaturated porous

material form a macroscopic continuum composed of

three constituents: gas, mobile liquid and capillary

liquid, while the skeleton is rigid with an isotropic

pore space structure. The capillary liquid forms a thin

layer on the internal contact surface with the skeleton,

is immoveable and contains the whole capillary

energy. The remaining part of the liquid, surrounded

by the layer of the capillary liquid and menisci, forms

the constituent called mobile liquid. Both liquids

exchange mass, momentum and energy in the vicinity

of menisci surfaces during their motion, which is

described by an additional macroscopic velocity field.

A macroscopic scalar quantity is introduced,

parametrizing changes of saturations, which for quasi

static and stationary processes is equal to the capillary

pressure. This quantity extends the dimensionality of

the description of mechanical processes taking place

in unsaturated porous materials. For the three fluid

constituents of the medium, balance equations of mass

and linear momentum and evolution equations for

saturations are formulated. The constitutive relations

for quantities describing mechanical processes in such

a medium are proposed based on the dissipation

inequality of mechanical energy for the whole system.

A new approach is proposed, similar to that used in

rational thermodynamics, based on entropy inequality

analysis and the Lagrange multipliers method.
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1 Introduction

The description and analysis of liquid and gas

transport in unsaturated porous materials is very

important in a number of engineering fields. These

include, for example, porosimetry [20, 21, 69, 70] and

engineering of porous materials [1, 42], groundwater

flow [57, 73], hydraulic engineering, oil and gas

mining [3], geophysics [54, 56] and drying processes

[41, 53]. It enables a thorough understanding and

prediction of the course of phenomena in such

materials, and consequently also, for example, deter-

mination of precise material characteristics, effective

control of transport processes, and production of

porous materials with desired physical properties.

The course of phenomena in unsaturated porous

materials is generally highly complex. It depends not

only on the physical properties of the porous skeleton

and the liquid and gas filling its pores, but is
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additionally complicated by the interaction between

constituents of the system during their relative motion

and deformation. The nature of this interaction is

determined by the surface phenomena at phase

interfaces, and in particular by the capillary interac-

tions. These are determined by the nature of the

interaction between the liquid and the skeleton

(wettability/non-wettability of the skeleton) and are

closely related to the microscopic structure of the

skeleton pore space. Due to the very large internal

surface area of the liquid filling the pores of a porous

material, rarely found in liquids outside the pore space,

there are significant differences between the properties

and behaviour of the liquid in the two states. These

factors cause that the modelling of liquid and gas

transport in unsaturated porous materials, at both

microscopic and macroscopic levels, is a very com-

plex problem, requiring the development of new

concepts and methods of description.

The non-standard nature of the problem is revealed

even in the relatively simple problem of the macro-

scopic description of the process of quasi-static

intrusion of a non-wetting liquid (e.g. mercury) into

a sample of homogeneous porous material. The

situation here is unusual for hydrostatics, where in

spite of the homogeneous pressure distribution in the

liquid, the distribution of its saturation in the medium

is inhomogeneous. In this case, the non-standard

approach to solution of this problem is to formulate

balance equations and constitutive relations for pro-

cesses taking place in the pore space-pressure contin-

uum, [15]. A flow of such liquid, e.g. through a layer of

porous material can be considered as some disturbance

of the process of its quasi-static intrusion into layer

that violate the balance of pressures at both sides of the

layer. Such flow is similar to a flow of liquid through a

tube with a changeable cross-section the diameter of

which depends on local value of pressure. A descrip-

tion of such flow requires that the strongly coupled

fields of pressure, velocity and diameter (saturation)

be determined. In the case of flow through porous

material, the problem becomes even more complex,

since all fields have to be expressed in the language of

continuum mechanics.

Another example of the complexity of the macro-

scopic description of liquid and gas transport in an

unsaturated porous material is the kinematics of the

motion of both constituents. An important factor

determining the kinematics of the liquid and gas, apart

from the hydrodynamic motion of the constituents in

the regions of the pore space that they currently

occupy, is the motion of the menisci causing the

evolution of the occupied regions. This is particularly

significant since the mechanism of the menisci motion

is other than that of both fluids, and requires different

constitutive description.

Equations describing the flow of liquid in unsatu-

rated porous material were first proposed more than

80 years ago by Richards, [62]. These equations were

formulated for the capillary potential of a liquid

generalizing Darcy’s law to flow in unsaturated porous

materials. The assumption was made that both the

capillary potential of the liquid and the coefficient of

permeability appearing in the law are unique functions

of the liquid content. A simplified description was

obtained in which the experimentally determined

parameters of the model are complex functions of

the liquid content.

Another approach was proposed by Leverett [44],

who introduced into the theory of multiphase flow,

instead of the capillary potential of the liquid, the

capillary pressure, as a constitutive quantity uniquely

determined by the saturation with the liquid. This

assumption became a basic constitutive relation in the

theory discussed in many monographic works in the

field [5, 17, 31, 48, 58, 64]. It is a very strong

assumption, which has a number of important conse-

quences. For example, from the assumption it follows

directly that in equilibrium states of the medium, when

the pressure distribution in the liquid and in the gas is

homogeneous (neglecting the effect of the gravity), the

distribution of the saturation of the mediumwith liquid

is also homogeneous, irrespective of the history of the

process and the shape and size of the sample in which

it took place. Inversely, every inhomogeneity in the

distribution of the liquid in the porous medium causes

flow of liquid.

Even the sophisticated thermodynamic models of

two-phase flow in porous materials, presented in [23,

27, 33, 34, 39], do not describe an inhomogeneous

distribution of liquid in quasi-static processes. In these

works the capillary pressure in equilibrium is defined

as a constitutive quantity, which, besides the satura-

tion with liquid, can also be a function of other

parameters of the system state: mass density, temper-

ature, and specific interphase surface area.

A proposal for the description of the flow of two

liquids in a porous material without using the
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constitutive relation for capillary pressure is contained

in [36]. A key element of this description is the

division of the regions occupied by each of the liquids

into percolating and nonpercolating subregions [37,

38]. The liquids in percolating regions remain in

contact with the liquid outside the medium, and can

flow hydrodynamically, while the liquids in the

nonpercolating regions are trapped by the capillary

forces. Mass exchange takes place between the liquids

in the two subregions. It is assumed that the capillary

forces are of the nature of potential body forces, and

the forms of constitutive relations for the capillary

potentials, the stress tensors in the trapped liquids

and the rate of mass exchange between parts of both

liquids are proposed. As a result, a multi-parametric

description is obtained for the flow in a porous

material, which in static states of the medium

reduces to the form of a homogeneous distribution

of percolating liquids and an inhomogeneous distri-

bution of trapped liquids. This means, for example,

that in the processes of quasi-static intrusion of a

non-wetting liquid into a porous material, where part

of the medium is empty, the whole of the liquid

intruded is a trapped liquid. Therefore, this model

cannot be used for the description of processes of

this type.

Perhaps, the application of the second gradient

theory of fluid displacement, proposed in the paper

[47], makes such description possible. The second

gradient theory is used in mechanics as a thermody-

namic model of continuous media to study capillarity

in fluids [18, 30, 31] and other phenomena [2, 19, 30,

47, 59–61, 67] like damage [60] and plasticity [59] as

well as in a micro-structural model for the dissipation

phenomena in concrete [63].

Constructive criticism of deficiencies and incon-

sistencies of existing macroscale models and averag-

ing based approaches to modelling of transport

phenomena in porous medium systems is given in

paper [24]. This paper and [50] are devoted to

presentation of a framework of the thermodynamically

constrained averaging theory (TCAT), which in the

opinion of the authors is a universal methodology for

generating consistent multiphase porous medium

models. The TCAT is based upon rigorous averaging

procedures of microscale conservation equations and

thermodynamic relations, and is formulated in oppo-

sition to the macroscopic modelling approach. In this

method, the obtained entropy inequality for the whole

system and macroscopic balance equations for con-

stituents are used for derivation of constitutive rela-

tions for the modelled system, based on the Lagrange

multipliers method. Applications of this methodology

are demonstrated in papers [25–27, 39, 51] and

summarised in [28].

The similar approach is presented in papers [7, 8]

devoted to formulation of description of multiphase,

multicomponent thermodynamics of swelling porous

media which additionally incorporate quasi static

effects of electrical fields.

In the opinion of the author of the present paper,

both approaches to formulating macroscale models;

based on averaging procedures and macroscopic

modelling, are not in opposition to each other, but

rather are complementary. Each of them has advan-

tages and disadvantages, and none of them provides a

recipe for the creation new concepts of macroscopic

models.

The characteristic feature of methods based on

averaging procedures is direct transfer of the image of

modeled process from the microscopic to the macro-

scopic level. This provides direct correspondence of

macroscopic quantities with quantities describing

processes at the microscopic level. However, the

obtained macroscopic image of the modeled process is

rather a mixture of macroscopic and microscopic

concepts, and derived equations have complex struc-

ture and contain many coefficients that must be

determined experimentally.

Macroscopic models of processes in complex

systems like multiphase porous materials cannot be a

simple transfer of the image of these processes from

the microscopic level. Building a macroscopic model

requires a very careful study of the essence of the

course of processes at the microscopic level and the

proposition of how to reflect these processes in

internal structure of the macroscopic model. A

macroscopic model should give a new insight into

the course of the modelled processes, and therefore it

often requires new concepts and sometimes also new

tools to be introduced for their description. Such an

approach is characteristic for the method based on the

framework of rational continuum mechanics and

thermodynamics [16, 22, 55, 68]. Due to the great

role that such approach has played in development of

single-phase continuum mechanics and thermody-

namics, it is expected that this macroscopic modelling

should play the similar role in development of
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description of transport processes in unsaturated

porous materials.

Some example showing that this direction of

investigations is possible and can be fruitful, is very

complex problem of fluid motion in saturated porous

materials with anisotropic pore space structure and the

related problem of its parametric characterization. In

papers [12–14] this problem was solved by application

of the anisotropic metric space (Minkowski space) as a

macroscopic model of anisotropic pore space of rigid

permeable material in which fluid flow takes place.

This made possible among other things, precise

definition of the tortuosity parameter for anisotropic

pore space and to show that the metric tensor of the

anisotropic space defines the anisotropic properties of

the tortuosity parameter. This tensor can be interpreted

as the tortuosity tensor of the anisotropic pore space.

Fluid motion in this space is described in papers [12,

13] by mass and momentum balance equations and

constitutive relations for fluid stress tensor and its

interaction force with the skeleton.

The approach presented in these papers is pure

macroscopic, characteristic for rational continuum

mechanics and thermodynamics, and the obtained

results are inaccessible for the methods based on

averaging procedures. However, these procedures are

indispensable e.g. for relating the tortuosity tensor as a

macroscopic quantity with the microscopic geometry

of the pore space. This example shows the importance

of macroscopic modeling for proper formulation of the

consistent and comprehensive continuum theory.

It may be supposed that at the present level of

development of continuum theory of multi-phase

media, formulation of a general macroscopic theory

even for mechanics of multi-phase transport in porous

media must have an evolutionary character. Formula-

tion of such description needs solution of many partial

problems. This concerns not only macroscopic

description of capillary transport in porous media but

also its relation to the pore space structure that may be

anisotropic and evolve during deformation of the

skeleton. The problem becomes much more compli-

cated when the skeleton has anisotropic mechanical

properties or thermal and electrical phenomena are

taken into account.

In the present work, a new macroscopic description

is proposed for the capillary transport of liquid and gas

in porous materials of the homogeneous and isotropic

pore space structure. Theoretical considerations are

conducted within the framework of the multiphase

continuum mechanics and are based on three key

model assumptions. This concern:

• division of liquid in the pore space into two

macroscopic constituents called mobile liquid and

capillary liquid,

• description of menisci motion by an additional

macroscopic velocity field,

• parametrization of saturation changes by a macro-

scopic pressure-like quantity that for quasi static

and stationary processes is equal to the capillary

pressure.

The division of liquid into two continua is justified

both kinematically and energetically. The capillary

liquid forms a film on its contact surface with the

skeleton. This liquid is immobile and contains the

whole interfacial (capillary) energy of liquid in the

pore space. The remaining part of the liquid sur-

rounded by the layer of capillary liquid and menisci

forms the mobile liquid. Both liquids exchange mass,

linear momentum and energy in the vicinity of menisci

surfaces and this occurs only during menisci motion in

the pore space.

The additional velocity field describing menisci

motion reflects the complexity of kinematics in

unsaturated porous materials and enables the model-

ing of mechanisms of menisci motion in the pore

space.

Parametrization of saturation extends the

dimensionality of the description of processes

taking place in an unsaturated porous material

enabling, among others, the description of liquid

distribution in quasi-static processes and in the

stationary flow.

Balance equations of mass and linear momentum

are formulated for fluid constituents of the unsaturated

porous material, and constitutive relations are derived

for quantities describing mechanical processes in such

a medium. It is based on the analysis of the dissipation

inequality of mechanical energy formulated for the

whole system. A new approach is proposed, similar to

that used in the rational thermodynamics, based on

entropy inequality analysis and the Lagrange multi-

pliers method.
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2 Basic assumptions

2.1 Kinematic constituents of the medium

Capillary phenomena in unsaturated porous materials

are closely related to the existence of the enlarged

internal surface layer of the liquid in the pore space.

The physical properties of the liquid in this layer

substantially differ from those of the liquid filling

internal parts of the pore space (bulk liquid) and its

energetic state and spatial configuration depends on

the character of the physical interaction between the

liquid and the skeleton material (wettable/nonwet-

table skeleton), on the geometry of the internal pore

space structure and the course taken by the process in

the medium (Fig. 1). For example, in the processes of

intrusion of a nonwetting liquid (e.g. mercury) into a

porous material, schematically shown in Fig. 1a and in

Fig. 1b, the work performed by the external forces is

transformed into internal energy concentrated in the

enlarged liquid film on its contact surface with the

skeleton. A similar situation occurs when wetting

liquid is extruded from porous material by gas

(Fig. 1d). In this case, the internal surface layer of

the liquid is present also in the region occupied by gas.

There, it takes the form of double layer. During inflow

of wetting liquid into dry porous material (Fig. 1c), a

single liquid layer is formed on the surface of pores,

the work is performed by the liquid on the extruded

gas, and part of the liquid internal energy is changed

into wetting heat.

From a kinematic point of view, the whole surface

layer of the liquid in the pore space can be divided into

two parts: the menisci surface layer and the adjacent

surface layer. The menisci surface layer is formed of

those parts of the liquid surface layer that are in

contact with gas and can move together with the liquid

and gas along the pores. The adjacent surface layer is

the remaining part of the liquid surface layer. This

surface is in direct contact with the skeleton and its

area is substantially greater than that of the menisci

surface. In regions occupied by the gas, the adjacent

surface layer may form a double layer. It will be

assumed that this surface layer is immobile at the

skeleton pore surface and contains the whole interfa-

cial energy of the liquid filling the pores of a porous

material.

Because of the immobility of the adjacent surface

layer, the internal energy of this layer cannot be treated

as the internal energy of the whole liquid in the pore

space. The internal energy of each constituent is

transported with that constituent. This means that the

adjacent surface layer should be regarded as a separate

constituent of the medium. Such separation is justified

both kinematically and energetically, and plays a very

important role in the macroscopic model. It reflects the

essence of the course of processes at the microscopic

level in the structure of the macroscopic model.

However, at the microscopic level, such division has

an imaginary character, since there is no explicit

physical surface separating both liquids. Nevertheless,

to provide the uniqueness of the liquid division we

assume that such separating surface exists and can be

uniquely definite.

In view of direct connection of the liquid contained

in the adjacent surface layer with capillary effects in

unsaturated porous medium, it will be called a

capillary liquid and its internal energy will be called

capillary energy. This nomenclature corresponds to

that used in literature (e.g. [9, 44, 62, 65]).

The remaining part of the liquid surrounded by the

layer of capillary liquid and menisci will be called

mobile liquid, as it can move in the pore space. In

thermodynamic equilibrium the capillary liquid does

not exchange mass and energy through the contact

surface with the mobile liquid. Such exchange exists,

however, in the vicinity of the menisci surfaces during

their motion in the pore space.

Taking into account the above microscopic condi-

tions of mass and energy transport in the unsaturated

porous materials, for macroscopic description of

capillary transport in such media we apply a tree-

constituent continuum model composed of the capil-

lary liquid, mobile liquid and gas. The skeleton is

assumed to be rigid and immobile, with an isotropic

pore space structure. Theoretical considerations will

be conducted within the framework of multiphase

continuum mechanics. This means that all quantities

used in the paper are macroscopic, defined on the

representative elementary volume.

2.2 Parameterisation of menisci motion

The menisci surface separating the mobile liquid and

gas plays a very important role in the course of

capillary processes in unsaturated porous materials. In

the case when the capillary liquid is incompressible,

current positions of menisci uniquely determine the
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areas occupied by the fluid constituents of the medium

in the pore space. The menisci surfaces can move

during processes which occur in the medium, causing

mass exchange between the mobile and the capillary

liquid. The surfaces of menisci are places where such

mass exchange occurs, and their motion is a necessary

condition for this exchange.

Taking into account that in quasi-static processes

the menisci motion is caused by changes in the static

capillary pressure p
_

c, defined as the difference of the

pressure pm in the (mobile) liquid and pressure pg in

the gas,

p
_

c ¼ pm � pg; ð1Þ

it is assumed that in the general case of no stationary

processes, a macroscopic scalar quantity r exists

which determines the motion of menisci. This quantity

may be a function of spatial coordinate x and time t,

r ¼ rðx; tÞ:

Changes in the quantity r result in menisci motion,

and fixing the quantity value at a new level stops the

menisci motion in a new configuration. This macro-

scopic quantity can be interpreted as a pressure that in

quasi-static and stationary processes is equal to the

capillary pressure (r � p
_

c). It may be supposed that

also in processes with a slow evolution of saturations,

the quantity r can be approximated by the capillary

pressure,

r ¼ rðx; tÞ ffi p̂c ¼ pm � pg: ð2Þ

Such an interpretation makes possible description of a

very large class of quasi static and stationary problems

in unsaturated porous materials, and can also be used

for description of non-stationery problems the dynam-

ics of which is not too high.

It should be underlined that the capillary pressure p
_

c

defined by the formula (1) does not determine the

stress state in the capillary liquid as a constituent of the

proposed model of the medium. The capillary pressure

and the pressure in the capillary liquid are two

different quantities.

3 Kinematics and equations for mass balances

and for the evolution of saturations

The macroscopic description of the motion of con-

stituents of an unsaturated porous medium is made

within the framework of multi-phase continuum

mechanics. It is assumed that from the macroscopic

point of view each constituent forms a material

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

gas

capillary liquid

mobile liquid

Fig. 1 Schematic

illustration of non-wetting

liquid intrusion into a

sample of porous material

(a) and of three typical

compositions of constituents

in the medium: b non-

wetting liquid intrusion,

c wetting liquid inflow,

d wetting liquid extrusion
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continuum, generally understood as a medium with

continuous spatial distributions of mass and mass flux.

This approach enables one to define the basic notions

of the kinematics of these constituents within the terms

of spatial description of the medium, without the need

to use terms related to a macroscopic particle of the

fluid, whose material identity during its motion in the

pore space is not certain.

3.1 Partial and phase densities of the constituents

It is assumed that a representative elementary volume

dV exists of the space occupied by the unsaturated

porous medium in which all of the macroscopic

quantities describing the kinematics of the con-

stituents: the mobile and capillary liquid and the gas,

have appropriate stochastic representations. Then, the

masses dmm; dmc; dmg of these constituents con-

tained in the volume element dV can be represented in

the form:

dmm ¼ �qmdV ; dmc ¼ �qcdV ; dmg ¼ �qgdV; ð3Þ

where �qm; �qc; �qg are partial densities of the con-

stituents. They are linked to the phase densities

qm; qc; qg by the relations

�qm ¼ fvsmqm; �qc ¼ fvscqc; �qg ¼ fvsgqg; ð4Þ

where fv is the volume porosity of the medium, and

sm; sc; sg respectively denote saturations with the

mobile and capillary liquid and the gas. The saturation

is defined as the ratio of the volume occupied by the

given constituent in a representative sample of an

unsaturated medium to the pore volume in that sample.

The saturations are related by the identity

sm þ sc þ sg ¼ 1: ð5Þ

In accordance with the remarks made in the

previous section, menisci motion and mass exchange

between the mobile and capillary liquid do not occur

in an unsaturated porous material when the parameter

r does not change. In such a case, changes in the

saturation parameters of the medium with both liquid

and gas will be caused only by density changes of the

medium constituents. If we assume that the capillary

liquid is incompressible, then the saturation with the

capillary liquid will not change when there is no

menisci motion. As a result, saturation with the mobile

liquid and the gas will also be constant since they are

in contact only through the surfaces of menisci. Under

this assumption, the current positions of menisci

uniquely determine the areas occupied by the con-

stituents of the medium in the pore space. This also

means that, in general, saturation parameters should

additionally be functions of the quantity r, and that

they cannot be directly time-dependent, because it is

not possible for them to change when the value of the

quantity r is fixed. We assume

sm ¼ smðx; rðx; tÞÞ; sc ¼ scðx; rðx; tÞÞ;
sg ¼ sgðx; rðx; tÞÞ:

ð6Þ

However, these functions have to depend on the

spatial coordinate x explicitly, because otherwise the

homogeneity of the quantity r, e.g. in quasi-static

processes, would result in a homogeneous distribution

of fluid saturations in the porous material. In this case,

menisci motion is the only possibility for changing the

fluid saturations in the medium.

The functions (6) will be explicitly time-dependent

only when the capillary liquid is compressible. In

general, the saturations in (6) will be given by the

expressions

sm ¼ smðx; t; rðx; tÞÞ; sc ¼ scðx; t; rðx; tÞÞ;
sg ¼ sgðx; t; rðx; tÞÞ:

ð7Þ

These saturations are explicit functions of the

quantity r. Their functional dependence on this

quantity has to be determined from differential

equations describing the proposed model. The form

of this dependence extends the dimensionality of

processes taking place in unsaturated porous materi-

als. It is explicitly visible already in description of a

relatively simple problem of quasi-static intrusion of

non-wetting liquid into a porous body, considered in

paper [15] as a process taking place in the pore space-

pressure continuum. This additional dimensionality

determines the complexity of processes of capillary

transport in unsaturated porous materials. Therefore,

equations describing these processes have to be

strongly coupled and nonlinear.

3.2 Mass fluxes of the constituents

To define fluxes of mass transport and velocity fields

for each kinematic constituent of the unsaturated

porous medium, we consider an infinitesimal
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representative element dS of the control surface oD

surrounding a region D of the space,

dS ¼ n dS; ð8Þ

where dS is the area of the element, and n is a unit

vector perpendicular to the surface element, externally

oriented with respect to the region D.

On account of the immobility of the capillary

liquid, its mass flux dUc flowing through the surface

element dS is equal to zero,

dUc ¼ 0: ð9Þ

The other two fluid constituents of the unsaturated

porous material—the mobile liquid and the gas—can

move in the medium. Therefore, their mass fluxes dUm

and dUg flowing through the surface element dS take

non-zero values. They are linked to the vectors of

partial mass fluxes

�qm ¼ fvsmqm; �qg ¼ fvsgqg; ð10Þ

by the relations

dUm ¼ �qm � dS; dUg ¼ �qg � dS; ð11Þ

where qm and qg are the phase mass fluxes of the

constituents, and the dot denotes the scalar product of

vectors.

Menisci motion in the unsaturated porous mate-

rials plays a very important role in the kinematics

of constituents of such media, strongly influencing

motion of the mobile liquid and gas. Their motion

defines changes of regions occupied by the con-

stituents of the medium, and its mechanism is

completely different from the hydrodynamic mech-

anism of fluid motion in regions they currently

occupy. Therefore, both motions have to be con-

sidered as independent and should be defined by

different physical laws. It may happen that, in spite

of motion of the fluids, the menisci do not move.

However, every change of menisci position is

associated with motion of some parts of the mobile

liquid and the gas. This means that the local

kinematics of both mobile constituents (the mobile

liquid and the gas) is determined by two factors:

menisci motion and the free motion of each

constituent in the regions they currently occupy.

It is assumed, therefore, that the partial mass fluxes

of the mobile liquid and the gas have two

components. The first component is formed by

the mass fluxes �qc
m and �qc

g associated with the motion

of menisci in regions of inhomogeneous distributions

of saturations with both fluids. These fluxes will be

used in defining the additional velocity field describ-

ing motion of the menisci in an unsaturated porous

material. Independently of this, there is also the

volumetric motion of menisci in the pore space that

should be described by the volume source in the

evolution equations for saturations.

The second component of the partial mass fluxes of

the mobile liquid and the gas is formed by the mass

fluxes �qf
m and �qf

g related to the free motion of both

constituents in regions they currently occupy.

The partial mass fluxes of the mobile liquid and the

gas can be represented in the form

�qm ¼ �qc
m þ �qf

m; �qg ¼ �qc
g þ �qf

g: ð12Þ

It is assumed moreover that the partial fluxes �qc
m and

�qc
g, �q

f
m and �qf

g are linked to phase fluxes qc
m and qc

g, qf
m

and qf
g by the relations

�qc
m ¼ fv sm qc

m; �qf
m ¼ fv sm qf

m; ð13Þ

�qc
g ¼ fv sg qc

g; �qf
g ¼ fv sg qf

g: ð14Þ

Therefore, the total phase mass fluxes qm and qg of

the mobile liquid and the gas are

qm ¼ qc
m þ qf

m; qg ¼ qc
g þ qf

g: ð15Þ

Taking into account that fluxes qc
m and qc

g of the

mobile liquid and the gas associated with the menisci

motion should take zero value when the menisci do not

move, these mass fluxes have to be functions of local

changes in the quantity r which defines their motion.

Therefore, we take representations of these fluxes in

the form

qc
m ¼ qr

m

or

ot
; qc

g ¼ qr
g

or

ot
; ð16Þ

where qr
m and qr

g are the mass fluxes of the mobile

liquid and the gas, respectively, associated with the

menisci motion in r-space, i.e. fluxes referred to the

unit value of the parameter r. The r-space is the

analogue of the time–space.

The representations of mass fluxes (16) use local

derivatives of the parameter r , because in the station-

ary processes menisci motion does not occur in the

medium and these fluxes should take zero value.
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3.3 Velocity fields of the constituents and menisci

We use the phase fluxes qc
m and qc

g describing the mass

transport of parts of the mobile liquid and the gas

associated with the menisci motion to define the

velocity field vcðx; rÞ of their motion. We require the

velocities of both fluid parts to be equal to the velocity

of menisci motion. The definition of this velocity takes

the form

vcðx; rÞ � qc
m

qm
�

qc
g

qg
: ð17Þ

Due to representations (16) we obtain

vcðx; rÞ � vrðx; rÞ
or

ot
; ð18Þ

where the quantity

vrðx; rÞ � qr
m

qm
�

qr
g

qg
ð19Þ

may be interpreted as the ‘‘velocity’’ of menisci

motion in the r-space. This quantity characterises the

rate of the change in menisci position in the space as

the value of the parameter r changes.

Similarly, using the phase fluxes qf
m and qf

g,

velocity fields for the motion of free parts of the

mobile liquid and the gas can be defined:

vf
mðx; tÞ ¼ qf

m

qm
; vf

gðx; tÞ ¼
qf
g

qg
; ð20Þ

Considering expressions (13)–(19), the mass fluxes

(12) for the mobile liquid and the gas can be

represented in the form

�qm ¼ �qm vr

or

ot
þ vf

m

� �
; ð21Þ

�qg ¼ �qg vr

or

ot
þ vf

g

� �
; ð22Þ

where the partial densities �qm and �qg are given by (4).

From (21) and (22) it results that the velocity fields

vf
m and vf

g describe the motion of the mobile liquid and

the gas at fixed distributions of medium saturation

with both constituents. Expressions (21) and (22)

make it possible to define the resultant velocity fields

for the mobile liquid and the gas. We have

vm ¼ qm

qm
¼ vr

or

ot
þ vf

m; vg ¼
qg

qg
¼ vr

or

ot
þ vf

g:

ð23Þ

Introduction of the additional velocity field that

describes motion of the menisci in the pore space is

also important for the constitutive modeling of liquid

and gas transport in unsaturated porous materials. This

quantity enables constitutive modeling of the mech-

anism of menisci motion in the pore space.

3.4 Mass balance equations for the constituents

On account of the immobility of the capillary liquid

and mass exchange with the mobile liquid, its local

mass balance equation can be presented in the form

o�qc
ot

¼ �w; ð24Þ

where �w represents a volume source of mass of the

capillary liquid. It defines the mass of the capillary

liquid exchanged with the mobile liquid in a unit of

time and in a volume unit of space occupied by the

medium. It is related to the quantityw referred to a unit

volume of the capillary liquid by

�w ¼ fv scw: ð25Þ

Considering the representations (21) and (22) for

the mobile liquid and gas fluxes, and in view of the

mass exchange between the mobile and the capillary

liquid, the local mass balance equations for the mobile

liquid and the gas can be written as follows

o�qm
ot

þ div �qmvmð Þ ¼ � �w; ð26Þ

o�qg
ot

þ div �qgvg

� �
¼ 0 ð27Þ

where the resultant velocity fields vm and vg of both

constituents are given by (23).

3.5 Evolution equations for saturations

Menisci motion in the pore space of unsaturated

porous materials is described by the velocity field

vcðx; rÞ defined by the identity (17). This quantity

determines the changes of regions occupied by

particular constituents, and therefore, have to be

directly related with changes of the parameters of
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pore saturation with the constituents. These relations

should have a pure geometrical character reflecting the

balance of volume changes of regions occupied by the

constituents in the pore space. Taking into account that

menisci motion in the pore space may also have a

volumetric character, such balances will have the form

of mass balance equations with sources, formulated

for media of unit densities.

The balance equations of changes of volume

occupied by the mobile and the capillary liquids and

by the gas can be written in the form

oTsm

ot
þ oTsc

ot
þ div sm

or

ot
vr

� �
¼ wv

mc; ð28Þ

oTsg

ot
þ div sg

or

ot
vr

� �
¼ wv

g ð29Þ

where

oT

ot
¼ o

ot
þ o

or

or

ot
;

and wv
mc as well as w

v
g represent source components of

the volume changes. These components have to be

dependent quantities because the whole region occu-

pied by three fluid constituents (the pore space) does

not change.

Due to the identity (5), from Eqs. (28) and (29) we

obtain

div ð1� scÞ
or

ot
vr

� �
¼ wv

mc þ wv
g: ð30Þ

Equation (30) defines the relation between quantities

wv
mc and wv

g. This means that Eqs. (28) and (29) are

equivalent and only one of them describes the

evolution of the saturation in unsaturated porous

materials. The source component occurring in one of

these equations requires the definition by the consti-

tutive relation.

4 Momentum balance equations

for the constituents

The assumed three-constituent model of the kinemat-

ics of the unsaturated porous medium requires the

formulation of three momentum balance equations for

the capillary and mobile liquids and the gas. Since the

skeleton is non-deformable and immoveable, its

momentum balance equation will be omitted, and it

will be treated as isotropic space with which the fluid

constituents of the medium can interact.

Surface interactions between constituents of the

medium at the microscopic level depend on the surface

properties of the liquid in contact with the skeleton and

on the course taken by the process in the medium

(Fig. 1). Taking into account that a layer of the

capillary liquid separates the mobile liquid and the

skeleton, they cannot interact directly. Surface inter-

action, however, may occur between the capillary

liquid and the other two constituents. For wetting

liquids, the regions occupied by the gas are places

where surface interactions between the gas and the

capillary liquid or the skeleton occur (Fig. 1c, d). For

non-wetting liquids, such interactions always take

place between the gas and the skeleton (Fig. 1a, b).

A particular role in interactions between con-

stituents of the unsaturated porous material is per-

formed by menisci. This is where all three constituents

of the medium and the skeleton interact and the only

place at which the gas interacts directly with the

mobile liquid. Both constituents, in turn, interact

through the menisci with the capillary liquid and the

skeleton. On account of the lack of relative motion of

the mobile liquid and gas in the vicinity of menisci,

their interactions are not dissipative.

Interactions of the constituents of the medium

occurring at the microscopic level will be modelled at

the macroscopic level as volume (or mass)

interactions.

4.1 Momentum balance equation for the capillary

liquid

Taking into account that, in general, the capillary

liquid may be in direct contact with the skeleton, the

mobile liquid and the gas (Fig. 1d), it will be subjected

to forces by all of the three constituents of the medium.

Since the capillary liquid exchanges mass with the

mobile liquid, the local form of its momentum balance

equation can be presented as follows:

divðTcÞ þ pcs þ pcm þ pcg þ �qcg þ �ww ¼ 0, ð31Þ

where Tc is the Cauchy tensor of partial stresses in the

capillary liquid, related to the phase stress tensor Tc by

Tc ¼ fvscTc. Vectors pcs; pcm; pcg are the volume

densities of interaction forces of the skeleton, the
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mobile liquid and the gas, respectively, with the

capillary liquid. They are related to the mass densities

pcs; pcm; pcg of interaction forces by

�pcs ¼ �qcpcs; �pcm ¼ �qcpcm; �pcg ¼ �qcpcg:

In processes of saturation of dry porous materials

(Fig. 1a–c), there is no surface contact between the

capillary liquid and gas. Then, the force �pcg will not be
present in Eq. (31).

The quantity �qcg in Eq. (31) represents volume

density of the gravitational force acting on the

constituent, and g is the gravitational acceleration

vector. The term �ww denotes the momentum exchange

associated with the mass exchange between themobile

and capillary liquids in a unit volume of the medium

and vector w is the velocity of the exchanged mass.

4.2 Momentum balance equation for the mobile

liquid

Considering that the mobile liquid is not in direct

contact with the skeleton, it can interact only with the

capillary liquid and the gas. However, its interaction

with the gas cannot be described by volume forces,

because both fluids are in contact through the menisci

surfaces only. In multi-phase continuum mechanics,

such interactions are included into the description

during formulation of the stress constitutive relations.

Therefore, the only volume interaction force exerted

on the mobile liquid is the interaction force �pmc with
the capillary liquid:

�pmc ¼ ��pcm: ð32Þ

This force contains at least two different compo-

nents: the viscous interaction force due to the relative

motion of the constituents, and the interaction force

resulting from the inhomogeneous distribution of

liquid in the medium.

Owing to the momentum exchange associated with

the mass exchange between the mobile and capillary

liquids described by the term � �ww and the mass

balance Eq. (26) for the mobile liquid, the local form

of the momentum balance equation for this liquid is

�qm
Dmvm

Dt
¼ divðTmÞ þ �pmc þ �qmg � �wðw � vmÞ;

ð33Þ

DmðÞ=Dt ¼ oðÞ=ot þ vm � gradðÞ;

where vm is the resultant velocity of the mobile liquid,

given by expression (23)1. The quantity Tm is the

Cauchy tensor of partial stresses in the mobile liquid,

related to the phase stress tensor Tm by Tm ¼ fv smTm.

The volume density �pmc of the interaction force is

related to its mass density pmc by �pmc ¼ �qmpmc. The
last term in Eq. (33) represents the recoil force due to

mass exchange between the mobile and capillary

liquids.

4.3 Momentum balance equation for the gas

Taking into account that interaction forces between

the gas and the mobile liquid through the menisci

surfaces will be included in the description during the

formulation of constitutive relations, the only volume

interaction forces which should be considered in the

momentum balance equation for the gas are the

gravitational force �qgg acting on the gas and its

interaction force �pgc ¼ ��pcg (�pgs ¼ ��psg) with the

capillary liquid (skeleton). Considering the mass

balance Eq. (27) for the gas, the local form for its

momentum balance equation can be written as

follows:

�qg
Dgvg

Dt
¼ divðTgÞ þ �pgc þ �qgg,

DgðÞ
�
Dt ¼ oðÞ=ot þ vg � gradðÞ;

ð34Þ

where vg is the resultant velocity field of the gas, given

by expression (23)2, and Tg ¼ fv sgTg is the Cauchy

tensor of partial stresses in the gas and Tg is its phase

stress tensor.

The volume density �pgc of the interaction force is

related to its mass density pgc by

�pgc ¼ �qgpgc: ð35Þ

This term of Eq. (34) should be replaced by the

volume interaction force �pgs for processes in which the
gas is in direct contact with the skeleton (Fig. 1a–c).

Mass balance Eqs. (24), (26) and (27), evolution

Eq. (28) for saturation, linear momentum balance

Eqs. (33) and (34), and the identity (5) form a system

of eleven scalar equations containing independent and

constitutive quantities. The independent quantities in
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these equations are represented by densities, satura-

tions and velocities of the constituents:

qm; qc; qg; sm; sc; sg; vm; vg; ð36Þ

and the remaining unknown fields are constitutive

quantities:

r; w; wv
mc; vr; w; �pcm; �pcg; �pcs; �Tm; �Tc; �Tg: ð37Þ

The constitutive quantities describe the physical

properties of the constituents of the medium and their

interactions, and each of them has to be defined by an

individual constitutive relation. The exception is the

volume density �pcs of the interaction force between the
capillary liquid and the skeleton that, due to the

immobility of both constituents, should be defined by

the linear momentum balance Eq. (31) for the capil-

lary liquid.

The independent quantities (36) form a set of

twelve scalar fields and should be defined by equations

of the balance type. Therefore, the number of such

equations in the mathematical model has to be equal to

the number of independent scalar fields to provide the

system of equations in the model to be closed. The

luck of equality between the number of equations of

the balance type in the proposedmodel and the number

of independent scalar fields gives rise to supposition

that one of the quantities in the set (36) is not

independent. It will be shown in section six that

saturations with the mobile and the capillary liquids

have to be related by constitutive equation.

To formulate the constitutive relations for isother-

mal processes of liquid and gas transport in unsatu-

rated porous materials, we apply dissipation inequality

of the mechanical energy formulated for the whole

system and the method of Lagrange multipliers.

5 Energy balance equation for the whole system

Using the previously defined quantities describing the

state of particular constituents of the unsaturated

porous medium, their mass and momentum balance

equations, the internal energy balance equation for the

whole system takes the form

�qs
ous

ot
þ �qc

ouc

ot
þ �qm

Dmum

Dt
þ �qg

Dgug

Dt

� tr Dm
�Tmð Þ � tr Dg

�Tg

� �
þ pmc � vm þ pgc � vg � �w um � uc þ vmð
� w � vm=2ð ÞÞ ¼ 0

ð38Þ

where us; uc ; um and ug represent the specific internal

energies of the skeleton, capillary liquid, mobile liquid

and the gas, respectively, and �qs is the partial mass

density of the skeleton linked to its phase density qs by
the relation �qs ¼ ð1� fvÞqs . Quantity

Da ¼ 1

2
r� va þ va �rð Þ

is the strain rate tensor of constituent a (a ¼ m; g) and

� denotes the tensor product of vectors.

The specific internal energy of each constituent of

the unsaturated porous medium can be presented as a

sum of the Helmholtz free energy density uFa and

thermal energy density that in thermodynamic equi-

librium is equal to the product of the absolute

temperature T and specific entropy ga (see e.g. in

[10, 40]. We have

ua ¼ uFa þ Tga a ¼ s; c;m; g: ð39Þ

Taking into account that the interfacial energy of

the liquid filling porous material has been separated as

an internal energy of the capillary liquid, the

Helmholtz free energy of each constituent of the

medium can be identified with the mechanical energy,

linked with the deformation of the constituent. There-

fore, the Helmholtz free energy density of the skeleton

is assumed to be equal to zero (uFs ¼ 0).

Considering representations (39) and omitting

temporal and spatial changes of the temperature T ,

Eq. (38) can be presented in the form of balance

equation for the strain energy of all fluid constituents

in the unsaturated porous medium

�qc
ouFc
ot

þ �qm
Dmu

F
m

Dt
þ �qg

Dgu
F
g

Dt
� tr DmTm

� �
� tr DgTg

� �
þpmc � vmþpgc � vg� �w uFm� uFc þ vm

�
� w� vm=2ð Þ

�
¼�# ð40Þ
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where

#¼T �qs
ogs
ot

þ �qc
ogc
ot

þ �qm
Dgm
Dt

þ �qg
Dggg
Dt

� �wðgm�gcÞ
� �

ð41Þ

is a sink of mechanical energy in the medium during

the mechanical processes. In other words, it defines the

rate of local production of heat in the medium caused

by dissipation processes. The last term in (41)

represent heat production in wetting processes.

Taking into account that local heat production #

caused by dissipation processes is directly related to

local entropy production in the system, according to

the second law of thermodynamics we assume that the

quantity # is positive definite

#� 0: ð42Þ

From (40) we obtain the inequality

� �qc
ouFc
ot

� �qm
Dmu

F
m

Dt
� �qg

Dgu
F
g

Dt
þ tr DmTm

� �
þ tr DgTg

� �
� pmc � vm � pgc � vg

þ �w uFm � uFc þ vm � w � vm=2ð Þ
� �

� 0

ð43Þ

which has to be satisfied for all mechanical processes

in the unsaturated porous material. Inequality (43) will

be called the dissipation inequality of mechanical

energy. This inequality is a mechanical version of the

second law of thermodynamics. It corresponds to the

physical observation that materials at uniform tem-

perature, free from sources of heat, may dissipate the

mechanical energy but cannot produce it, [68].

The Helmholtz free energy densities uFc ; u
F
m and uFg

are constitutive quantities and should be included into

the set (37).

6 Constitutive equations

We use the dissipation inequality of mechanical

energy (43) to formulate a consistent set of constitu-

tive equations for the proposed model of the capillary

transport of liquid and gas in an unsaturated porous

medium. This will be done by application of a similar

procedure to that used in phenomenological thermo-

dynamics, based on the entropy inequality and the

concept of Lagrange multipliers [45, 52, 71, 72].

The dissipation inequality (43) should be satisfied

for arbitrary values of the independent quantities (36)

and their derivatives describing mechanical processes

in the unsaturated porous materials. Some of these

quantities are explicitly present in the inequality and

the others define the constitutive quantities describing

physical properties of the constituents of the medium

and their interactions. These fields are related through

the mass balance Eqs. (24), (26) and (27), evolution

Eq. (28), linear momentum balance Eqs. (31), (33)

and (34) and the identity (5). Therefore, dissipation

inequality imposes restrictions on the form of the

constitutive relations, and the balance equations

impose constraints on the independent quantities

occurring in that inequality.

The exceptions are linear momentum balance

Eqs. (31), (33) and (34). Equation (31), due to immo-

bility of the capillary liquid, defines the volume force

�pcs of its interaction with the skeleton, which is not

present in the dissipation inequality (43). The momen-

tum balance Eqs. (33) and (34), in turn, do not

constrain constitutive relations in (43) because the

constitutive quantities in this inequality cannot depend

on accelerations. In this case, accelerations are present

only in the momentum balance equations, and there-

fore, their Lagrange’e multipliers must be equal to

zero to allow the dissipation inequality to be satisfied

(see e.g. [4, 46, 72]).

The number of constraints can be additionally

reduced if the identity (5) and Eq. (24) are used as

definitions (for example) of the saturation sg and the

mass source �w, respectively. Such procedure is

acceptable because elimination of one quantity from

the considered system, linked by the constraint, is an

alternative approach to the method of Lagrange

multipliers. This enables elimination of both quantities

from balance equations and the dissipation inequality.

The use of the mass balance Eq. (24) as a consti-

tutive relation for the mass source of the mobile liquid

requires a formulation of the other equation relating

independent quantities (36) to provide the system of

equations complete. Such equation will be obtained

from the dissipation inequality as a condition of the

thermodynamic equilibrium of the capillary and the

mobile liquids.

Taking scalar functions A, B and C as Lagrange

multipliers for the constraints (26), (27), and (28),
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respectively, the inequality (43) can be written in the

form

A
o�qc
ot

þDm �qm
Dt

þ �qmdivðvmÞ
� �

þB
Dg �qg
Dt

þ �qgdivðvgÞ
� �

þCfv
oTsc

ot
þoTsm

ot
þdiv sm

or

ot
vr

� �
�wv

mc

� �

� �qc
ouFc
ot

� �qm
Dmu

F
m

Dt
� �qg

Dgu
F
g

Dt
þtr DmTm

� �
þtr DgTg

� �

�pmc �vm�pgc �vgþ
o�qc
ot

uFm�uFc þvm

�
� w�vm=2ð Þ

�
�0:

ð44Þ

The multipliers A, B and C are additional

constitutive quantities the functional forms of

which have to be determined from the inequality

(44).

Taking into account that the physical con-

stituents of porous material filled with liquid and

gas remain separated during mechanical processes

occurring in this medium, we assume the unsatu-

rated porous material to be a mixture of immiscible

constituents [6]. This means that each constituent in

the mixture should obey the constitutive relations

for that constituent alone. Therefore, it is reason-

able to define the Helmholtz free energy density

and stress state for each physical constituent

independently by quantities describing its own state

of deformation.

We assume that all three constituents of the

unsaturated porous medium: the mobile liquid, the

capillary liquid and the gas, are simple fluids of

differential type, [55, 68]. In this case, the local state of

deformation for each fluid constituent is defined by its

phase density of mass and by gradient of its deforma-

tion rate. Then, the Helmholtz free energy density of

each constituent in the medium is a unique function of

its mass density,

uFm ¼ uFmðqmÞ; uFc ¼ uFc ðqcÞ; uFg ¼ uFg ðqgÞ; ð45Þ

and gradients of deformation rates allows for the

description of viscous dissipation of mechanical

energy caused by internal friction in fluids.

Considering relations (45) and the identity (5), the

inequality (44) can be written in the form

fvsm
Dmqm
Dt

A� pm

qm

� �
þ fvsg

Dgqg
Dt

B� pg

qg

 !

þ fvsc
oqc
ot

AþuFm�uFc �
pc

qc

� �
þo�qc

ot
vm � w�vm=2ð Þ

þ fv
oTsm

ot
Aqm�BqgþC
� �

þ fv
oTsc

ot
ðAþuFm�uFc Þqc
�

�BqgþC
�

þ fv smdiv
or

ot
vr

� �
�wv

mc

� �

�Cþ fv
or

ot
vr � gradT smð ÞC þ tr Dm TmþA �qm I

� �� �
þ tr Dg TgþB �qg I

� �� �
�vm � pmc�Afvqm gradTðsmÞ

� �
�vg � pgc�BfvqggradTðsgÞ

� �
� 0;

ð46Þ

where

gradTðsaÞ � gradðsaÞ þ
osa

or
gradðrÞ;

for a ¼ m; g

and

pm ¼ q2m
duFm
dqm

; pc ¼ q2c
duFc
dqc

; pg ¼ q2g
duFg

dqg
ð47Þ

are thermodynamic definitions of pressures in partic-

ular constituents. The pressure pc in the capillary

liquid, due to its liquid-like character, should be

understood as the negative value of the spherical part

of the phase stress tensor in that constituent. For its

partial stress tensor Tc, we take the representation

Tc ¼ �fvscpcI. ð48Þ

The dissipation inequality (46) has to be satisfied

for any process of the capillary transport of liquid and

gas in the unsaturated porous material described by

independent fields (36) and their derivatives. Each

component on the left-hand side of this inequality may

describe some mechanism of the mechanical energy

dissipation depending on the assumed constitutive

model of the medium. Each component contains at

least one constitutive quantity and one independent

quantity, and their equipresence indicates the rela-

tionship of both quantities in the processes of dissi-

pation. The inequality (46) imposes restrictions on the

form of these relations.
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6.1 Constitutive relations for Lagrangemultipliers

In the constitutive model of the medium, we assume

that changes of mass densities of the constituents of

the medium and mass exchange between the capillary

and the mobile liquid do not cause dissipation of the

mechanical energy. This means that no one constitu-

tive quantity occurring in the inequality (46) is a

function of derivatives:

Dmqm
Dt

;
Dgqg
Dt

;
oqc
ot

;
o�qc
ot

vm: ð49Þ

In such case, the left-hand side of the inequality

(46) is a linear function of quantities (49). Therefore,

the inequality will be satisfied for any values of

quantities (49) if the expressions in the brackets at

these quantities are identically equal to zero. We

obtain

A � pm=qm; B � pg
�
qg; w � vm=2; ð50Þ

and

uFm þ pm=qm ¼ uFc þ pc=qc: ð51Þ

Identities (50) define Lagrange multipliers A, B and

velocity w, whereas the equality (51) constitute the

condition of the thermodynamic equilibrium between

the mobile and the capillary liquids. It states that

chemical potentials [10, 40] of both liquids at the

thermodynamic equilibrium are equal. This means that

there is no phase transition on the contact surface of

both liquids. Such transition can exist, however, in the

vicinity of menisci during their motion in the pore

space.

Due to the constitutive assumptions (45) and

definitions (47), from the equality (51) results that

mass densities of the mobile and capillary liquids are

uniquely related. This equality replaces the mass

balance Eq. (24) in the set of equations relating the

independent quantities (36), which has been used as a

constitutive equation defining the mass source of the

mobile liquid resulting from the mass exchange with

the capillary liquid.

Considering constitutive relations (50) and equality

(51), the inequality (46) reduces to the form

fv
oTsm

ot
pm�pgþC
� �

þfv
oTsc

ot
pc�pgþC
� �

þfv smdiv
or

ot
vr

� �
�wv

mc

� �
Cþfv

or

ot
vr �gradT smð ÞC

þtr Dm Tmþfv smpmI
� �� �

þtr Dg Tgþfv sgpgI
� �� �

�vm � pmc�fvpmgradTðsmÞ
� �

�vg

� pgc� fvpggradTðsgÞ
� �

�0:

ð52Þ

The inequality (52) should determine the form of

Lagrange multiplier C. It is present in the first four

components of this inequality related with quantities

characterizing changes of the saturation of the medium

with the mobile and capillary liquid. These compo-

nents describe the dissipation of mechanical energy of

the medium in processes induced by changes of

saturation, e.g. in heat production occurring in wetting

processes of the skeleton.

We assume that no one constitutive quantity in the

inequality (52) depends on derivatives:

oTsm
�
ot; oTsc

�
ot: ð53Þ

In such case, fulfillment of the inequality (52)

requires the expressions in brackets occurring at

derivatives (53) to be equal to zero. This leads,

however, to no unique definition of the Lagrange

multiplier C. To avoid this contradiction, we assume

that saturation of the medium with the capillary liquid

is a unique function of saturation with the mobile

liquid:

sc ¼ scðsmÞ: ð54Þ

Then, due to the identity (5), saturation of the medium

with the gas is also unique function of the saturation

with the mobile liquid.

Constitutive relation (54) is obvious for processes

occurring in porous media of simple capillary struc-

ture of the pore space, schematically shown in

Fig. 1b–d. It eliminates saturation parameter sc with

the capillary liquid from the set (36) of the indepen-

dent quantities.

Due to relation (54), the derivative oTsc
�
ot can be

replaced by the derivative oTsm
�
ot. Then, the inequal-
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ity (52) will be satisfied for any values of the derivative

oTsm
�
ot if the expression at this derivative is equal to

zero. We obtain the following expression defining the

Lagrange multiplier C,

C ¼ dsm

dsg
pm � pg þ

dsc

dsm
ðpc � pgÞ

� �
: ð55Þ

Therefore, the inequality (52) reduces to the form

dsm

dsg
pm�pgþ

dsc

dsm
ðpc�pgÞ

� �
or

ot
vr �gradT smð Þ

þfv smdiv
or

ot
vr

� �
�wv

mc

� �

�dsm

dsg
pm�pgþ

dsc

dsm
ðpc�pgÞ

� �

þtr Dm Tmþfv smpmI
� �� �

þtr Dg Tgþfv sgpgI
� �� �

�vm � pmc�fvpmgradTðsmÞ
� �

�vg � pgc� fvpggradTðsgÞ
� �

�0:

ð56Þ

6.2 Constitutive relations for quantities describing

menisci motion

Two first components in the inequality (56) are related

with quantities describing menisci motion in the pore

space and characterize the dissipation processes

occurring in the medium during changes of its

saturation with the constituents. The constitutive

model of these processes should provide both compo-

nents of the inequality (56) to be positive definite. This

impose restrictions on the functional form of consti-

tutive relations for three present there constitutive

quantities: vr, or=ot and wv
mc.

Constitutive relation for the ‘‘velocity’’ vr should

define the mechanism of menisci motion in the

skeleton pore space induced by changes of the quantity

r. In the model developed here, we assume a diffusion

mechanism of the menisci motion in the pressure-

space continuum, analogous to the diffusion motion of

molecules in the time–space continuum. For succes-

sive values of the parameter r, the menisci move

stepwise from one position to another, just like during

molecule diffusion recorded at successive moments in

time. It is assumed, therefore, that the part of the mass

flux of the mobile liquid and the gas induced by

menisci motion is proportional to the gradient of

saturation with the mobile liquid. We propose

vr ¼ �Cmðsm; rÞ gradTðsmÞ: ð57Þ

The gradient of saturation with the mobile liquid

may be considered as a local measure of the menisci

surface which determines the mass flux of the mobile

liquid and gas transported with the menisci. The

coefficient Cmðsm; rÞ in relation (57) is positive and

should be determined experimentally. The minus sign

in this equation reflects the fact that with an increase in

the quantity r, the direction of menisci motion is

opposite to that of the gradient of saturation with the

mobile liquid.

The constitutive relation (57) is an analogue of

Fick’s first law of diffusion. The important difference

between the process of molecule diffusion and the

quasi-static motion of liquid in the unsaturated porous

material is that the first occurs in time–space contin-

uum in which diffusion processes are unidirectional,

determined by the direction of changes in time, while

the second occurs in pressure-space continuum, where

both directions of pressure changes are possible.

A similar relation can be formulated, taking the

gradient of saturation sg with the gas as a local

measure of the menisci surface. It takes the form

vr ¼ Cgðsg; rÞ gradTðsgÞ: ð58Þ

However, due to (54) and the identity (5) we have

gradTðsgÞ ¼ dsg
�
dsmgradTðsmÞ: ð59Þ

This means that both constitutive Eqs. (57) and (58)

will be identical if the coefficients Cmðsm; rÞ and

Cgðsg; rÞ satisfy the relation

Cgðsg; rÞ ¼ �dsg
�
dsmCmðsm; rÞ: ð60Þ

On account of the analogy between constitutive

relation (57) and that in the diffusion theory, this

relation will be called diffusion law of capillary

transport of menisci in unsaturated porous materials.

Considering the constitutive relation (57) and the

fact that the quantity dsm
�
dsg takes negative values for

any processes in the unsaturated porous materials, the

first component in the inequality (56) will be posi-

tively definite if the product

pm � pg �
dsc

dsm
ðpc � sgÞ

� �
or

ot
ð61Þ

is positive. This means that the constitutive quantity

or=ot has to be a function of the expression occurring
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in the bracket of product (61). For the linear case we

have

or

ot
¼ Crðsm; rÞ pm � pg �

dsc

dsm
ðpc � pgÞ

� �
ð62Þ

where Crðsm; rÞ is positive coefficient characterising

non-stationary processes of menisci transport in

porous materials. This coefficient should be experi-

mentally determined.

Constitutive Eq. (62) defines evolution of the

parameter r. Equation (62), written for stationary

processes in the form

dsmðpm � pgÞ þ dscðpc � pgÞ ¼ 0; ð63Þ

can be interpreted as a balance equation of energy

exchanged by the capillary and mobile liquids during

the mass exchange between them. It shows that the

sum of the work done by both liquids during the mass

exchange is equal to zero. Therefore, the constitutive

Eq. (62) can be treated as the general form of this

balance, accounting for energy dissipation during

mass exchange in no stationary processes.

Considering the constitutive relation (62) and that

the quantity dsm
�
dsg takes negative values, the second

component in the inequality (56) will be positively

definite if the expression in bracket containing the

constitutive quantity wv
mc is a linear function of the

derivative or=ot. This allows for the formulation of the

constitutive relation for the quantity wv
mc. We have

wv
mc ¼ smdiv

or

ot
vr

� �
þ Csðsm; rÞ

or

ot
ð64Þ

where Csðsm; rÞ is a positive coefficient characterising
changes of saturation of the pore space with the mobile

liquid caused by the volumetric motion of menisci.

The coefficient Csðsm; rÞ should be experimentally

determined.

Equation (63) has a number of interesting conse-

quences. Taking into account that in the quasi-static

processes of non-wetting liquid transport in unsatu-

rated porous materials (Fig. 1b) both quantities—the

capillary pressure p̂c ¼ pm � pg and the ratio dsc=dsm
of saturation increments of the mobile and the

capillary liquids—take positive values:

p
_

c [ 0; dsc=dsm [ 0; ð65Þ

equality (63) implies that the relative pressure pc � pg
in the capillary liquid in such processes is always

negative. Even when there is no gas in the medium, the

pressure pc in the capillary liquid is negative. This

means that this constituent cannot be treated as an

ordinary liquid. Due to the negative pressure in the

capillary liquid and its immobility resulting from

direct contact with the skeleton, it should be regarded

as a solid-like constituent.

Since the intrusion of non-wetting liquid into

porous material requires the application of external

forces, we will assume that the Helmholtz free energy

of a non-wetting capillary liquid is greater than that of

the mobile liquid, which we identify with the liquid

outside the porous medium,

uFc [ uFm:

In porous materials containing wetting liquid we

have to distinguish two processes: saturation of a dry

skeleton and liquid motion in a wet skeleton. In the

first case (Fig. 1c) the capillary liquid forms a film on

the surface of saturated pores, and its Helmholtz free

energy is smaller than that of the mobile liquid,

uFm [ uFc :

Therefore, the processes of saturation of the

medium with wetting liquid, when the film of the

capillary liquid is produced, are running sponta-

neously. Then, a part of the energy difference DuF ¼
uFm � uFc is transformed into heat, called wetting heat,

[29], and the rest is used up as a work down on the

extruded gas. In this case, the ratio dsc
�
dsg of

saturation increments is negative, and from (51) as

well as (63) we obtain

pc �
qc
qm

pm ¼ qcðuFm � uFc Þ[ 0;

pm � pg ¼ ðpc � pmÞ
dsc

dsg
\0:

ð66Þ

Since the mass densities qc; qm satisfy the inequal-

ity qc [ qm, and the pressure in the mobile liquid is

always positive, the inequality (66)1 shows that the

pressure in the wetting capillary liquid in this case

must also be positive. In turn, the inequality (66)2
shows that the necessary condition for the local static

equilibrium of the system is the pressure in the gas to

be greater than the pressure in the mobile liquid.

In the second case (Fig. 1d), when liquid moves in

the wet skeleton, the amount of the capillary liquid

contained in the film on the skeleton surface does not
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change, however, a new film containing this liquid

appears in unsaturated pores that covers the wetted

surface of the skeleton. In this case, production of the

film of the capillary liquid takes place during the

extrusion process and needs the external work.

Therefore, its Helmholtz free energy is greater than

that of the mobile liquid,

uFc [ uFm:

Nevertheless, the saturation of the wetted porous

materials is running spontaneously, driven by the

energy of the capillary liquid. Part of the energy

difference DuF ¼ uFc � uFm is transformed into heat

(wetting heat) and the rest is used up as a work down

on the extruded gas. Taking into account that in this

case, the ratio dsc=dsm of saturation increments and the

capillary pressure p
_

c ¼ pm � pg are always negative,

dsc=dsm\0; p
_

c ¼ pm � pg\0; ð67Þ

from (63) it results that the relative pressure in the

wetting capillary liquid in unsaturated pores is nega-

tive also,

pc � pg\0: ð68Þ

This can explain the apparent cohesion in unsatu-

rated soils observed in laboratory tests [35], or in

numerical simulations of unsaturated granular media

[65, 66].

6.3 Constitutive relations for stresses

and the interaction forces

Due to the independence of the quantities:

Dm; Dg; vm; vg;

inequality (56) will be satisfied for any changes of

these quantities if each term in which they are

contained is positively definite or equal to zero.

Making the constitutive assumption that the stress

tensors Tm and Tg in the mobile liquid and gas are

functions of their strain rate tensors Dm;Dg, for the

expressions appearing in brackets next to those tensors

we obtain the relations

Tm ¼ �fvsmpmI þ �rmðDmÞ;
Tg ¼ �fvsgpgI þ �rgðDgÞ;

ð69Þ

where the functions �rmðDmÞ and �rgðDgÞ can be

interpreted as partial viscous stress tensors in the

constituents. These functions have to satisfy the

conditions

tr Dm �rmðDmÞð Þ� 0; tr Dg �rgðDgÞ
� �

� 0; ð70Þ

to ensure that the energy dissipated by internal viscous

interactions in both constituents is positive definite. In

the case of linear dependence between the quantities

�rm, �rg and Dm, Dg, respectively, the constitutive

relations (69) take the form

Tm ¼ �fvsmpmI þ gm Dm; Tg ¼ �fvsgpgI þ gg Dg

ð71Þ

Then, the inequalities in (70) imply that the

coefficients gm, gg have to be positive:

gm [ 0 ; gg [ 0: ð72Þ

The viscous stresses are often omitted in internal

regions of fluid flow through porous materials, as they

are very small in comparison with the force of viscous

interaction with the skeleton. However, they have to

be taken into account when the fluid is flowing along

the boundary of a porous material, where the fluid

strain rate is the greatest [11, 43].

In turn, making the constitutive assumption that the

viscous interaction forces pmc and pgc of the mobile

liquid and gas with the capillary liquid are functions of

their relative velocities vm and vg, respectively, for the

expressions in inequality (56) appearing in brackets

next to these velocities we obtain the relations,

pmc ¼ fvpm gradTðsmÞ þ �RmðvmÞ;
pgc ¼ fvpg gradTðsgÞ þ �RgðvgÞ:

ð73Þ

The last terms in (73) represent forces of viscous

interactions of the constituents resulting from their

relative motion. Due to the assumed isotropy of the

pore space structure, they reduce to the form

�RaðvaÞ ¼ ��RaðvaÞ va ða ¼ m; gÞ; ð74Þ

where �RmðvmÞ and �RgðvgÞ are the coefficients of flow
resistance of the mobile liquid and gas through the

unsaturated porous medium.

The dissipation inequality (59) will be satisfied for

any values of velocities vm and vg if the functions
�RmðvmÞ, �RgðvgÞ satisfy the inequalities
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vm � �RmðvmÞ 	 0; vg � �RgðvgÞ 	 0: ð75Þ

This means that the coefficients RmðvmÞ and RgðvgÞ in
representations (74) have to be positive.

For processes in which the gas is in direct contact

with the skeleton (Fig. 1c), the volume interaction

farce �pgc should be replaced by the force �pgs. It can be
shown that in this case the constitutive relation for �pgs
takes the form

pgs ¼ pg gradðsgfvÞ þ �RgðvgÞ; ð76Þ

where as the constitutive relation for �pmc remains the

same, given by 73)1.

The force �RgðvgÞ of viscous interaction between

constituents has the representation

�RgðvgÞ ¼ ��RgðvgÞ vg; ð77Þ

where �RgðvgÞ is positively definite coefficient of flow

resistance.

The forms of constitutive relations (69) or (71) and

(73) or (76) for stress tensors in the constituents and

for volume interaction forces, respectively, are well-

known in the literature. However, they were derived

for constituents of unsaturated porous materials

defined in a different way (e.g. [32]) or in the mixture

theory, e.g. of multicomponent particulate flows [49].

Constitutive relations (45), (47), (48), (50), (54),

(57), (62), (64), (69), (73), formulated in this section,

together with the balance Eqs. (24) and (31) (used as

definitions of the constitutive quantities w and pcs),
form the system of 45 scalar equations for 45 (scalar)

constitutive quantities:

umm; u
m
c ; u

m
g ; pm; pc; pg; Tc; w; sc; vr; r;

Tm; Tg; pcm; pcg; w; pcs:

describing mechanical properties of the fluid con-

stituents in the unsaturated porous material and their

interactions. These equations complete the balance

Eqs. (26)–(28), (33), (34), (51) and the identity (5) (11

equations) defining independent fields (11 scalar

quantities):

qm; qc; qg; sm; sg ; vm; vg:

Therefore, the obtained system of equations is closed

and enables formulation of boundary value problems

for mechanical processes in unsaturated porous

materials.

7 Conclusions and final remarks

A new macroscopic model of liquid and gas transport

in unsaturated porous materials has been presented.

The considerations were based on the methods and

concepts of multi-constituent continuum mechanics.

The key element of the proposed physical model of the

unsaturated medium is division of the liquid in the

pore space into two constituents: the mobile and the

capillary liquid, which exchanges mass and energy

during motion of the menisci. The mobile liquid

retains the physical properties of the liquid outside the

pore space, while the capillary liquid forms a film on

the contact surface with the skeleton. The capillary

liquid is immobile, contains the whole capillary

energy of the system, and—due to possible negative

pressure within it—has solid-like properties. The

kinematics of the mobile liquid and the gas are

described by three velocity fields. Two of them

characterise the free motion of each constituent in

the regions they currently occupy in the pore space,

and the third characterizes the commonmotion of their

parts associated with the motion of menisci. For all

fluid constituents of the porous medium, balance

equations of mass and linear momentum were derived

and evolution equations for saturations were formu-

lated. These equations have been supplemented by

constitutive relations for mechanical processes. The

approach was used based on the analysis of dissipation

inequality of mechanical energy in the medium and on

the Lagrange multipliers method. The closed system

of equations was obtained, allowing for the formula-

tion of boundary value problems for mechanical

processes in unsaturated porous materials.

The mathematical model formulated here gives an

alternative description of mechanical processes of

liquid and gas transport in unsaturated porous mate-

rials. From the equations obtained, it follows that

processes of capillary transport in such systems take

place in five-dimensional pressure–time-space. There-

fore, any attempt to describe them in terms of temporal

and spatial changes only must always lead to ambigu-

ous relations and inexplicable effects resulting from

the reduction of one dimension of their course space.

It can be shown that the equations obtained describe

both quasi-static and quasi-stationary processes of

capillary transport of liquid and gas in unsaturated

porous materials as special cases of the new
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mathematical model. This concern, among others, the

description of quasi-static intrusion of mercury into

porous materials and description of liquid or gas flow

through unsaturated porous material. In the first case,

the equations have a form characteristic for non-

stationary processes in which, instead of time as the

independent variable, the mercury pressure is present,

[15]. In the second case, for example, even the

geometrically very simple problem of liquid flow

through a layer of unsaturated porous material is

described by a system of three coupled, nonlinear

equations for distributions of saturation, the fluid

pressure and its flow velocity in the layer. In this case

the fluid flow through the layer of unsaturated porous

material is similar to flow through an elastic tube the

cross-section of which is being changed depending on

the local pressure in fluid. A detailed description of

these phenomena will be the subject of next papers.
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